
Dear Bill, 	 7/15/95 

Basty response to yours ol/ the 12th before nap. 

I did send Wrone the Ruby pnych. report when you could not find it but I'm 

glad you did for his citation of it. 

Until there is a ppsitilie ID of the Rosenbergs I'm not convinced they were 

spies. Not that some Communists then were not. Dut they had no such secrets and what 

was kept secret at the trial as "national security" evidence turned out to be a cruel 

joke years later when it was disclosed. 

We do indeed look forward to 'terry and Dennis coming next month. And they are 

two of the finest. 

Agree 	VH and how unapetizing those three GOPs are. And dirty. 

I am still wing one of the tibbons you were kind enough to send me and it 

is not inking my fingers up. But it is not for this machine. Wrong epos s. tdpe I 

have no trouble removing them. Fly recollction is that this is a 3000 but when someohe is 

here who can hold it while I look at the bottom ti ll as if there is any other ID on it. 

I've finished reading Carlos Lechuga's In the Eye of the Storm, on his role 
in the Cuba Missile Crisis settlement and I regard it as an important book. I think I 

told you it is 4118 from The Last Hurrah, including shipping. 

If thet subject interests you On the Brink is important in terms of the ver- 

batim transcripts in it, not on its commentary, which is biased. 

Best to you both, 

There is no model number on the back, only the Hermes ID and the US distributor's 

name and address. Only a serial number inside...I hope our heat spell was broken by a 
severe electrical storm early yesterday a.m., 7/16. I went out about daylight for the 

paper and remained indide the rest of the day. Essentially what we have done, shopping 
in morning and staying innide after that. For Dick, I was not given an(apecial warning 
about heat but I was about windchill and learned it was correct. in the Windy City he 
should be careful about that.And learn what to do if he must be in it. 


